The development of materials to suppress electromagnetic noise is in demand. In this paper, we present a method for the material design of functionally graded material (FGM) plates with the function of electromagnetic noise suppression. The FGM plates are considered to be multilayered plates in which the material properties are homogeneous inside each layer. Therefore, the approximate analytical solutions of electromagnetic fields in the FGM plates subject to electromagnetic noise are derived. The expressions for electromagnetic noise suppression are then obtained based on the above analytical solutions. Numerical calculations are carried out for epoxy resin/titanium oxide FGM plates with graded composition distribution expressed in the form of a power function. The effects of graded composition and plate thickness on the electromagnetic noise suppression are quantitatively evaluated, and the material design suitable for the suppression of electromagnetic noise is discussed.
Introduction
Electromagnetic interference (EMI), which is generated by electromagnetic noise radiated from electronic devices, is of great concern, particularly with the sophistication of the electronic industry. In this paper, we define electromagnetic plane waves that propagate in free space and exert an electromagnetic influence on devices in the form of electromagnetic noise. Despite the abovementioned concerns, many plastics that have little resistance against electromagnetic noise are used as materials for electronic devices that require reliability because of the advantages of the reduction in device size and weight. Measures for the suppression of electromagnetic noise are generally less popular because they are independent of the active functions of the electronic devices. However, such measures are important quality requirements for electronic devices. In the U.S. and Europe, stringent regulations for electromagnetic noise levels have been formulated. Further, reports on the adverse effects on the human body (such as electrical hypersensitivity) with exposure to the electromagnetic waves (1) have been published. Thus, the measures for electromagnetic noise suppression have become the key issue in environmental programs. For electromagnetic noise suppression, electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), which includes both the emission abatement of electromagnetic noise and the immunity to electromagnetic noise, is required. In particular, the development of materials to achieve EMC in highfrequency bands is necessary because the development of electronic devices and communication tools that use the microwave and millimeter wave bands has remarkably increased recently (2) , (3) .
Dielectric loss materials have been used as one of the effective means to achieve EMC (4) . Dielectric loss materials are composite materials that comprise an insulator matrix (such as plastic and ceramic) and resistivity particles (such as metal and carbon black). Electromagnetic noise is suppressed by the process of conversion from electromagnetic energy to thermal energy and the interference of electromagnetic waves caused by the electromagnetic properties of the materials. For increasing the use of electromagnetic waves, materials for electromagnetic noise suppression are applied in a wide variety of environments such as ships, airplanes, and biomedical devices. Hence, it is important to discuss the corrosion resistance, aging effect, and heat and humidity strength of the materials (5) , (6) . Therefore, the application of functionally graded materials (FGMs) with multiple functions is considered for electromagnetic noise suppression. For multilayer graded plates with material composition expressed as a function of gradual variation, the experiment on the properties of electromagnetic wave absorption for electromagnetic waves reflected from a metal structure was reported by Liu et al. (7) . According to their report, the multilayer graded plates showed considerable absorbability for broadband frequencies and the reduction in the plate thickness and weight. However, there so far have been no reports on a theoretical analysis of the FGMs based on Maxwell's equations and a material design for the FGMs with the function of electromagnetic noise suppression. Therefore, we conduct a theoretical analysis of electromagnetic noise suppression of the FGM plates that have arbitrary nonhomogeneity of electromagnetic properties only through the plate thickness. Numerical calculations are then carried out for the FGM plates composed of epoxy resin matrix and titanium oxide particles by assuming that the FGM plate has a graded composition distribution of the resistivity particles expressed in the form of a power function. Furthermore, the effects of graded composition and plate thickness on electromagnetic noise suppression are quantitatively evaluated.
Electromagnetic Field Analysis of FGM Plate

Analytical model and formulation of electromagnetic field
In this section, we consider the function of electromagnetic noise suppression of the FGM plate that has arbitrary nonhomogeneity of electromagnetic properties only through the plate thickness (z-axis). The governing equation for the electromagnetic field E and H in the FGM plate can be expressed on the basis of Maxwell's equations, as follows:
In the above equations, r is the position vector; ( ) z ε , ( ) z µ , and ( ) z σ denote the complex permittivity, complex permeability, and electric conductivity, respectively. The symbols with dots denote the complex quantities. Equation (1) is a simultaneous differential equation with variable coefficients. Hence, deriving the exact solutions for Eq. (1) is very difficult. For electromagnetic field in the FGM plate that has arbitrary nonhomogeneity, exact solutions cannot be obtained. In this paper, the FGM plate is considered to be a multilayered plate in which the electromagnetic properties are homogeneous inside each layer, as shown in Fig. 1 
Therefore, the electromagnetic field in each medium and each layer satisfies the following governing equation and boundary condition:
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In the above equations, j is the imaginary unit, and subscript i denotes the i-th medium or layer. To solve Eqs. (3) and (4), the condition that the electromagnetic wave in the medium 1 n + is propagated only in the z + direction is included. Further, the incident electromagnetic noise in the TM mode (the TM mode does not have magnetic field in the direction of propagation.) can be analyzed in a similar manner. 
Analytical solution for electromagnetic field
We derive the electromagnetic field in each medium and layer. For the electronic field, the following Helmholtz-type differential equation is obtained from Eq. (3):
By expressing Eq. (5) with the Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 1 , the general solution for the electric field can be obtained by the separation of variables method. Moreover, by substituting the solution of electric field into Eq. (3) and differentiating the equation, the general solution for the magnetic field can be obtained. Therefore, the required electromagnetic fields in the FGM plate are expressed as
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On the other hand, the electromagnetic fields in medium 0 and medium 1 n + are expressed as 
where
In the above Eqs., i A and i B denote the amplitude factor, and i γ denote the propagation factor.
Reflection and transmission coefficients
In this analysis, Snell's law is defined at each boundary because Eq. (4) is satisfied regardless of the x-coordinate. Then, the propagation angles of the electromagnetic fields in Eqs. (6) ~ (11) are obtained as
By substituting the electromagnetic field in each layer and medium into Eq. (4), the unknown coefficients i A and i B are expressed by using the following matrix representation: 
Results of the Numerical Calculation and Discussion
Conditions for the numerical calculation
In order to determine the composition distribution in the FGM plate, a nondimensional thickness coordinate was introduced:
The dielectric loss materials are designed as composite materials, which are composed of an insulator matrix (such as epoxy and polyester) and resistivity particles (such as titanium oxide and carbon black) (7) , (8) . Hence, we will be able to select many materials with regard to the usage environment and from the viewpoint of practical applications. However, the empirical and theoretical formulas for obtaining the electromagnetic properties of these materials are very limited. In this numerical calculation, the matrix was assumed to be an epoxy resin and the resistivity particles were assumed to be titanium oxide particles because the electromagnetic properties of these materials have been clarified in the experiment (8) .
From Ref. (7), the weight distribution g (PHR ; Parts per Hundred parts of Resin) of resistivity particles through the plate thickness is defined as a power function of ζ :
Here, g max denotes the PHR of resistivity particles at ( ) 
Here, we define g max to be 30 PHR because the contents of titanium oxide in the referred experiment have g max values in the range of up to 32 PHR. The relationship between the complex relative permittivity and PHR of the particles is shown in Fig. 3 . In order to examine the relationship between the number of layers and the solution accuracy of this approximation analysis, the solution for the FGM plate that is divided into 1000 layers is defined as the standard solution. For all the distributions in this numerical calculation, the relative error between the solution with 20 layers and the standard solution is ≦ 1%. Therefore, the FGM plates are approximated as multilayered plates that are divided into 20 layers with distinct homogeneous properties in each layer. With regard to the electromagnetic noise defined in this paper, a large number of faulty operation and radar false echoes in the radar frequency band have been reported. The radar frequency band is 2 GHz ~ 18 GHz. In this numerical calculation, the center frequency of the radar frequency band is 10 GHz. Further, medium 0 and medium 1 n + are in free space.
Design objective of electromagnetic noise suppression
In the reports on the properties of electromagnetic wave absorption of electromagnetic noise reflected from a metal structure, the design objective is to reduce the reflected noise by 90% (3) , (6) . On the other hand, in the reports on the properties of electromagnetic wave shield for transmitted waves, the design objective is to reduce the transmitted noise by 90% (9) , (10) . Generally, the suppression effect of reflected noise is not often discussed during the evaluation of the properties of electromagnetic wave shield; when discussed, this suppression effect is ≦ 20% (10) . It is very difficult to suppress both the reflected noise and the transmitted noise by ≧ 90% without the occurrence of total reflection by the metal structure; moreover, such occurrences have not been reported so far. One of the design objectives in this study is the performance of the suppression of either reflected noise or transmitted noise by ≧ 90% and the suppression of the other noise by ≧ 50% for electromagnetic noise of a specific frequency. Fig. 4(a) with Fig. 5(a) , the electromagnetic noise suppression effect in the FGM plate with plate thickness in the range 4.5 mm ~ 10.0 mm is improved by approximately 15% ~ 25% as compared to that of the homogeneous plate. The dominant mechanism in the electromagnetic noise suppression is the attenuation of noises due to the energy conversion inside the plate, the initial reflection of noises due to the impedance mismatch at the boundary of the plate and free space, and the multiple interference of noises inside the plate. This mechanism is realized by controlling the phase and attenuation of the electromagnetic noises by the adequate selection of the thickness and material composition of the plate. Figures 4(b) , 4(c) and Figs. 5(b), 5(c) show the reflection coefficient and the transmission coefficient of the FGM plate and the homogeneous plate, respectively. High dB values is more effective in the suppression of the noise. A value of approximately 6 dB represents the suppression of the noise by 50%, and 20 dB represents the suppression of the noise by 90%. In all the Figs., the extreme value is obtained for a certain plate thickness because the effect of plate thickness on the multiple interference is remarkable. In the FGM plate shown in Fig. 4(b) , the reflection coefficient for plate thickness in the range 5.0 mm ~ 6.0 mm is remarkably higher than that of the homogeneous plate because the noises are suppressed by the initial reflection and the multiple interference. The surface ( Comparing Fig. 4(c) with Fig. 5(c) , it is observed that the difference between the two transmission coefficients is small. In the range of the frequency band and plate thickness used for the numerical calculations in this study, the graded composition distribution and the plate thickness particularly have significant effect on the reflection ratio. The reason for the above tendency can be explained by using Eqs. (17) and (18). In the transmission ratio in Eq. (18), the element of the matrix that governs the suppression of electromagnetic noise exists only in the denominator. Hence, the decrease in transmission ratio is basically related to the increase in plate thickness and PHR of resistivity particles in the FGM plate. On the other hand, in the reflection ratio in Eq. (17), the element of the matrix that governs the suppression of electromagnetic noise exists in both the denominator and the numerator. Hence, the plate thickness and composition distribution configuration of the FGM plate have a complex effect on the decrease in the reflection ratio. We consider the material design for the suppression of both the reflected noise and the transmitted noise. For the suppression of reflected noise, the material design that suppresses the reflected noise by ≧ 90% and the transmitted noise by approximately 45% can be realized in the case of the FGM plate with distribution parameter 2.0 η = and plate thickness 5.4 mm ~ 5.9 mm. This result is close to the performance objective of the design model, and it is concluded that we have achieved a satisfactory result for the suppression of electromagnetic noise.
Quantitative evaluation of electromagnetic noise suppression
In recent years, measures for the suppression of noise in high-frequency bands that are higher than the radar frequency band have become necessary because of the rapid high-speed digitalization of electric devices. In this case, because of the short wavelength of the noise, the effect of multiple interference will be exerted by thinner plates as compared with the results of this study. Therefore, it is inferred that the electromagnetic noise , and 60 . The results for the incident angle 30 , except the peak value in the reflection coefficient in the TE mode, vary by approximately 10% in comparison to the results for the vertical incidence. On the other hand, the results for the incident angle 60 vary by up to 50% in comparison to the results for the vertical incidence. From these results, it is understood that the effect of electromagnetic noise suppression on the plate with a large curvature is significantly different from that on a flat plate, which is used in this study.
From the experimental results obtained by Liu et al. (7) and the present numerical calculation results, it can be inferred that adequate increase in the PHR of the resistivity particles yields thinner plate thickness and improves the effect of electromagnetic noise suppression. The FGM plate with max 60 g = PHR was considered to be one of the examination cases. As a result, the plate thickness that showed the peak value of the reflection coefficient became thin by approximately 1 mm as compared to that of the FGM plate with max 30 g = PHR, and further the value of the transmission coefficient increased. With regard to the tendency of the electromagnetic noise suppression effect, the graded composition distribution that increases the PHR of resistivity particles on the n z z = side is effective.
Thus far, the authors have reported on the analysis of hygrothermoelastic problems in resin materials (11) and the analysis of hygrothermal stresses in FGM plates (12) . From these reports and the results in this paper, we regard that the material design suitable for both the suppression of electromagnetic noise and the reduction in hygrothermal stress will be possible by the appropriate constituent materials and graded composition distribution.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a method for the material composition design of FGM plates with the function of electromagnetic noise suppression. For analyzing the electromagnetic field in the FGM plate with arbitrary nonhomogeneity of composition distribution, the FGM plate was considered to be a multilayered plate in which the electromagnetic properties are homogeneous inside each layer. The analytical solutions for electromagnetic noise suppression by using the solution to the electromagnetic fields in the multilayered plate were derived. The numerical calculations were carried out for epoxy resin/titanium oxide FGM plates with a graded composition distribution expressed in the form of a power function. As a result, the FGM plate with the function of electromagnetic noise suppression close to the design objective was designed by controlling the graded composition distribution and plate thickness.
If the electromagnetic properties can be obtained by using the experimental formula, the power law of Lichtenecker (13) , etc., the material design for the electromagnetic noise suppression in the FGM plates composed of other constituent materials can easily be achieved by the present method. In further studies in the future, we consider that the material design of FGMs with regard to the temperature dependence and humidity dependence of electromagnetic properties is necessary for applications under heat and humidity environments.
